OXFORD COLLEGE OF EMORY UNIVERSITY
RIGHT: PE Instructor Jody Davis believed in starting them out early, as he taught his daughter Lindsey Ann the finer points of whistle blowing.

FAR RIGHT: Biology Lab students Becca Olson and Vicki Fowler (l to r) studied what's on the inside to better understand the outside.

RIGHT: Rodes Cole and John Bush (l to r) enjoyed a Coke and a smile while soaking up the rays after class.

FAR RIGHT: Contemplation and conversation offered (l to r) Mari Naoki, Deidre Walker and Heather Robinson the chance to find themselves at Oxford.
BELOW: Dennis McAllister, Dawn Wetmore and Kim Turner (l to r) donned spectacles and rubber gloves in an effort to learn all they can about dissecting laboratory specimens.

LEFT: Beth Young figured Dooley wouldn't be burning her in his letters — she's got a "leg up" on him!
BELOW: Oxford students joined together to battle homelessness by helping build a Habitat for Humanity house in Oxford.

RIGHT: The Residence Life Staff, in hopes of encouraging legal pets in the residence halls, offered students the chance to win a free goldfish at their “Legal Pet Toss” booth for Fall Festival.

CENTER: Dooley’s Dolls didn’t have a chance with this lineup of pitchers at the “Dunk-a-doll” dunking tank offered during Fall Festival.

RIGHT: It was a group building exercise for the RAs during fall training at Hard Labor Creek State Park, but Tom Fletcher looked like he’d had enough togetherness!
TOP LEFT: Students participating in the BSA Twister Game at Fall Festival found that sorting out black history facts was easier than sorting out twisted limbs.

LEFT CENTER: Buzzy Hill, Liane Hores and Katy Swain (l to r) needed a shower and a shave after their successful counterattack in the shaving cream battle of Fall Festival.

ABOVE CENTER: Ann O’Rourke seemed pleased with the bid (or the bidder!) at the LBA auction while Ed Cloaninger tried for a higher bid.

ABOVE: Turning their backs on the crowd, Heather Lindblom and Laura Harrison (l to r) mugged for the camera during SAC’s Fall Festival.

BOTTOM LEFT: Students took to the waves and “hung ten” at COE’s Slip-n-Slide booth at Fall Festival.
RIGHT: Students armed with sleeping bags, pillows and great expectations made their way to the cabins at Athens Y Camp for the Fall Retreat.

BELOW: The score was 7-0, and the gold team huddled to plan their strategy during a women's flag football game.

CENTER RIGHT: Andrew Irwin entertained the crowd at the Fall Retreat with ballads and lyrics made to order for a quiet evening of camaraderie.

RIGHT: In 1990, a new sport at Oxford, women's football, added thrills, chills and spills to the intramural schedule.
LEFT: Sherry Sandstrom, Desiree Russell and Dawn Wetmore (l to r) reached for the clouds on the Rotaract Moonwalk during the Fall Festival.

CENTER LEFT: Fletcher Comer offered a scary ghost story to an enthralled audience at the Fall Retreat.

ABOVE: Joe Moon, Clark Lemons, JC Abbott and Kevin Peterson (l to r) got into the swing of things with their rousing “right hand star” during the square dance at Fall Retreat.

LEFT: Taking a lesson from O. J. Simpson, Rodney Ford leapt all hurdles on his way to the goal in men’s intramural flag football.
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Interesting Tid-Bits about Natural Science Professors:
Dr. Parker is the co-author of a book, “Simplex Optimization for Quality and Productivity in Research, Design, and Manufacturing,” due out in 1991. He also has a pet guinea pig named “Rodent,” and really likes the food at Lils. Dr. Sharp collects mule art with his wife; raises bantam chickens; owns a pinkish ass named “Jonathan,” a blue roan registered Tennessee Walking mare, a Palamino Walking mare, a Shetland pony named “Candy Man,” and a mule named Bo-Bo; loves being a grandparent; and is a devoted Hill-Billy music fan. Dr. Carter is a certified Home Lighting Expert. Dr. Autry dabbles in model rail roading for a hobby, and was qualified as a Jungle Expert during his tour of duty with the army in the Panama Canal Zone. Ms. Riner spent a New Year’s Eve in Times Square in New York, danced with the Southern Ballet Company for ten years, and was in the airport in Rome, Italy during a terrorist shoot-out.
SOCIAL SCIENCE

William Cody, Ted Davis, Beverly Jones, Mark King, Richard Lee, Sharon Lewis, Michael McQuaide, Patti Owen-Smith, Neil Penn, Bill Shapiro, Suzanne Wallace, Ina Jane Wundram.
Interesting Tid-bits about social science professors: Dr. Wundram raised an orphaned baby opossum last summer. The opossum’s name was Jack and he spent most of his early childhood on her head. Dr. Cody worked in 1968 registering black voters in Lee County, Alabama. Through this he became the co-chair of the Canvassing Committee of Lee County citizens for Humphrey-Muskie in the 1968 election.
bottom left: Drs. Lucas Carpenter and Bill Sullivan.
below: Dr. Hoyt Oliver prepares for class.
Interesting Tid-Bits about Humanities’ Professors: Dr. Linville worked on an abalone boat off the coast of California. Dr. Sullivan climbed Mt. Fujiyama while serving in the Navy in Japan. Dr. Carpenter once made a partial living as a trumpet player in jazz and rock groups. Dr. Lemons attended the Outward Bound Survival School in Minnesota during graduate school. Dr. Oliver does woodcarving as a hobby and was once a missionary in Korea.
The Physical Education department offers a wide variety of courses in hopes that they will please all students. Each student is required to take a P.E. each semester they are at Oxford.
Interesting Tid-Bits about P.E. professors: Gayle Doherty began her dance career as a Go-Go dancer on a teenage dance program that was on television. The name of the show Kilgo's Canteen that was broadcast in Charlotte N.C. in 1967. Dr. England has hiked the Grand Canyon, biked the Outer Banks and parts of Holland, jogged in Switzerland, and has won two Atlanta Long Tennis Association city championships. She also photographs old houses, banks, and associated critters.

far right: Gray Hencken demonstrates the perfect forehand. right: Mari Naoki struggles to hit the ball. bottom right: Doug DeMatteis and Rob Brown attempt to beat each other up.
“Families in Poverty”, presented by Nancy Henderson, offered students the chance to learn about how the poor survive in America. Charles Lollar and Monique Anderson offer their reaction to Bradd Shore after his compelling presentation, “What’s a Family, Anyway?”.

Our grand piano in the Oxford chapel got a resounding workout when William and Keiko Ransom presented their recital. Stephen Robinson prepares to take a bow at the close of his much appreciated classical guitar concert. Holly Stave, foregoing her birthday celebration, entertained the audience with her talk, “Family in Fiction and Film”.

Stephen Robinson presents his classical guitar to the audience. William and Keiko Ransom play the grand piano. Holly Stave smiles during her talk.
The focus of Oxford Studies this fall was on families. Faculty/staff members Ted Davis, Stephanie Ezust, Patti Owen-Smith, and Holly Stave presented informative, enlightening, and often amusing talks on a wide array of subjects dealing with the changing family. Guest lectures covered such topics as “What’s a Family, Anyway?” and “Families in Poverty.” Of course, Oxford Studies always includes cultural events and fall 1990 was no exception. With a generous gift for tickets from the Oxford Lyceum Committee, students were able to attend first rate performances at Newton County High School as well as on-campus ones. From the dazzling Acrobats and Imperial Warriors of the Peking Opera to the down home ballads of the Shady Grove Bluegrass Band, Oxford students had a varied and exciting cultural calendar for fall semester.

In response to the crisis in the Middle East, Oxford College hosted a panel presentation which drew a crowd of 150+. Members of the panel included Stephen Pofahl (student and army reservist), Dr. Reza Saadein (professor and native of Iran), and Randy Harthbarger (relief worker in Lebanon and international studies teacher). The featured speaker for the evening was Jose M. da Selva Campino.
"They desire to make a difference in the world"

"One morning I was taking eight Oxford College students to a dedication of a Habitat for Humanity house. They had helped build the house and wanted to be part of the ceremony. On the way, we passed Mt. Zion Baptist Church and saw that vandals had spray-painted the church buildings. After the dedication, we returned to Mt. Zion church. It was about 11:00 a.m., and some of the church members had begun to gather. We saw hate-group lettering and nasty racial epithets scrawled along three sides of a cinder-block building and on the brick church. One of our students suggested we do something about it. We bought paint, brushes, and other materials and began the clean-up.

"The defaced cinder-block building could be painted over easily enough, but it took us a long time to get the paint off the brick building. As more church members gathered, they helped us. Later, the women of the church came and fixed everyone something to eat. It turned into a real neighborhood celebration before it was all over.

"The students do so many important things. They got in on the ground floor of the Newton/Morgan County Chapter of Habitat for Humanity when it was founded in 1985. They tutor in the local public schools and work in Atlanta area homeless shelters and soup kitchens.

"Sometimes people wonder why the students do these things. Quite simply, they desire to make a difference in the world.

As I understand Christ, He not only preaches about one's personal spiritual need, but is also walking among the outcast and the poor of His society—redeeming, curing and healing. That has always been a large part of the Christian obligation: to walk with Him as best you can and take part in His work."

—Sammy Clark
Chaplain, Oxford College
Dr. James Laney, the president of Emory University, came to Oxford to speak about Prejudice in the University system. During his visit, he was very sociable with the student body of Oxford.

Oxford was also honored to have former President Jimmy Carter speak at Oxford. He is an Emory University Distinguished Professor. He delivered the inaugural address for the Sam Worley Mills World Peace Lectureship that was held in Allen Memorial Methodist church on Wednesday, April 24.
The Oxford and Emory Chaplaincy Program sponsored a Travel/Service Seminar in May. This year the group traveled to Kenya. After orientation in Nairobi, the participants worked in Mombasa, digging foundations for a house for a Kenyan pastor. When the work project was completed the students made a photographic safari through the Masai Mara and Mount Kenya National Parks.
above: Jessica Brock and Melanie Mertl enjoy a visit with Santa (Blunt Patterson) at the holiday party in the Student Center.


far left: Angela Ford, Elizabeth Kafer, Jason Graham, and Natasha Turner let loose at Circle K’s “Wild Video Dance Night.” Left: James Fuller strums a tune.
left: Anne Cavett tries to hide in a residence hall room.
right: Colby Smith, Todd Coker and Ed Cloaninger ask for something special from Santa.
center left: Jessica Brock, Susan Scanlon and Gabe Wrobel.

center right: Lisa Freedman, Jessica Brock and Lori Chiappe.
bottom left: Bridget Arnwine, Michele Zajdel, Lisa Davis, Christy Lamback, Kelly Sedlacek, Cheri Thomas and Cheryl Klock pose in mid-dance at the video dance night.
bottom right: Andrew Torrente takes a spin!
Campus Life
Associate Dean of Campus Life

This is Dean Joe Moon’s third year at Oxford College. He stated, “Now I understand Oxford better. I find myself not taking as many risks, but refining the approaches that we take.” He also stated that “Oxford has great potential outside of the classroom.” Dean Moon would like to see more students involved in service and volunteer programs. He said that programs such as Oxford Fellowship help to build community. He would like more students to be “plugged” into the community and feel better about themselves.

Dean Moon explained that the two major events this year were the death of Brad Edwards and the war in the Middle East. These two events had an impact on everyone. From these negative events, the possibilities for good results arose. Both situations showed “Oxford at its best.” Friends, faculty, and staff were all able to pull together in a common cause.

above right: Dean Joseph Moon.
above: Hannah and Lauren Moon at the Holiday Party with Linda Wood. left: Dean Moon enjoys the Fall Formal with Teresa Smith and Vicki Fowler.
ADMISSION AND FINANCIAL AID

Louise Hale, Gail Garrett, Maddie Monahan, Carolyn Byrd, Vince King, Laura Johnson, Pat Harper, Jim Stone, Jennie Taylor (Director of Admission and Financial Aid), and Nita Kitchens. Not pictured: Jean Dobson (Assistant Director of Admission and Financial Aid).

BUSINESS OFFICE

CAMPUS LIFE

above: Judy Skinner, Barbara Johnson, Faye Fuller, and Christi Gaines. left: Don Wood (Director of Campus Operations).

Sammy Clark (Chaplain), Adam Beal (RLC), Ursula Kaminski (Residence Life Secretary), Joe Moon (Associate Dean), Terry Elam (Director of Student Activities), Anne Cavett (RLC), Reta Cobb (Campus Life Secretary), Linda Wood (Director of Residence Life), and Tim Doyle (RLC).
RECEPTIONISTS

far left: Muree Geiger and Betty Dunn.
left: Eleanor Scarborough.

SECRETARIES

far left: Shirley Sabo, Joy Budensiek, and Gloria Rigney.
left: Sheilah Connor.
above left: Jim Hanna (Director of Development) Marvlyn Bankston and Mellie Davis. above: Stephanie Ezust (Counselor) Rosemary Kriner (Director of Student Health Services) Gene Wyckoff (Health Services Secretary), and Kim Krinsky (Director of Counseling Center). left: (clockwise from top left) Doris Apfel, Mary Landt, Cynthia Millsaps, Kitty McNeill (Head Librarian) Beth Mathews, and Jackie Wood.
MAINTENANCE STAFF

above left: Gene Heard; Gene Davis, (Director of Maintenance — Academic Buildings and Grounds), and Arthur Jeffries. Not pictured: Hank Crews and Al Mitchell. above: Drake Sammons; Bogy Payne, (Director of Maintenance-College Housing). left: The owners of the Pattersons' Janitorial Service are Blunt Patterson, and Hugh Patterson, Jr.

JANITORIAL STAFF
CAMPUS DINING-ARA

above: Greg Koester, Food Service Manager; Linda Davis, Catering Manager. right: Food Services Staff.

Lil's, the cafeteria, features several different main items at each meal. It is open for breakfast, lunch, and dinner seven days a week. The Ox is a snack bar that students frequented during after hours at Lil's.

CAMPUS SECURITY

right: Jim East, head of campus security. far right: members of the campus security team. Campus security includes Jeff Alexander, Richard Alliston, Tom Burns, Carol Clark, Meredith Clark, Jim Cordell, Woodrow Davis, Jim East, Sherry East, Babara Fales, Kenny Fuchs, Bert Hewell, Oliver Jackson, Samuel Kendrick, Patsy McDonald, Rusty McGiboney, Scott Suttle, Frankie Sweat, and Buddy Weems.
Social Life
FALL FESTIVAL

Fall Festival is held every year around the middle of October. It is a day in which the clubs have different activities to raise money for charities and to enjoy each others company. Some of the events held this year included a dunking booth sponsored by Dooley's Dolls, a Moon Walk sponsored by Rotoract, and a legal pet toss held by Residence Life which raised over $35 for the Newton County Humane Society. Other events which made for a great time included C.O.E.'s slip-n-slide, ISO’s pinata bashing, and everyone’s favorite, CAC’s tie-dying.

Oxford Fellowship raised over $100 for the Food Pantry in downtown Covington with their ass-kissing contest. The lucky winner of this contest was Tim Doyle one of the Residence Life Coordinators.

Above: Students enjoyed the events of the day with the aid of the reggae band, One Drop Plus.

Far right: Drama Guild put their stage talent to work by sponsoring a face-painting booth which gave everyone a chance to “put on a happy face”.

Right: The three muskateers (l. to r.- Catherine Aly, Jennifer Bailey, and Kellie Whelan) show their excitement for the day by smiling for the camera.
DOOLEY’S DOLLS BLACK AND WHITE DANCE

The Doll’s held their annual dance in February this year. As usual the dance was a big success. This year’s dance was extra special because Dooley himself made a very memorable appearance. The band was “Legacy”, and they were well received by all who attended.
FALL FORMAL
Hyatt-Regency Atlanta
November 10, 1990

Lisa Davis, Michael Hampson, Erika Yaeger, Linda Wood

Jennifer Payne, Karyn Vecchio

Sharon Beasley, Ted Chappell, Elizabeth Brooks

Stephanie Erkfitz, Tammy Ptacek, Anastasia Parnham, Kristen Ottaviani
Leadership Oxford is held every spring for 50 freshmen. Most of the freshmen that attended were going to leadership positions the following year. The purpose of the event is to teach the freshmen how to be good leaders by relying on one another for support and encouragement. Leadership Oxford lasts for one week and entails three or four week nights and then a get-away to Camp Michael in Toccoa, Ga. for a weekend of fun activities presented by Executive Adventures. The trip involves such things as a ropes course, rappelling, wall climbing, etc. Throughout the weekend the students learn to rely on one another for physical support which leads to a greater understanding of how to rely on one another mentally as well.

above left: Erica Holmes, Araba Dowell, and Sonja Johnson contemplate their next move. above: Christy Lamback rests after a tough trial. lower left: Lisa Wall gets ready for the ropes course by putting on her harness. below: Jessica Brock and Patrick Gilbert show their excitement.
top left: Patrick Gilbert displays his skills at rappelling. left: Jim Brown leads his crew across the “swamp of toxic wastes” to safety. above: Jeffrey Durrah puts his trust in the rest of his group in the “trust fall.”
DOOLEY

the Spirit of Oxford

As always, Oxford students were anxious for the arrival of Dooley and the reading of the first letter. The Dolls prepared the campus in early September and the student body congregated outside Seney Hall to await their fate! With the arrival of the bodyguards, Jim Brown stepped forward and to the cheers of his fellow classmates, became the Spokesman for 1990-91. On November 10th, Dooley arose from the dead and met the student body for the first time. Although the students expected it, those who were called forward in the letters will never forget their brush with Dooley.
INTRAMURALS

Intramurals presented a time when the members of the residence halls came together to compete against each other in a fun and friendly atmosphere. Different activities that occurred as part of intramurals were men's and women's flag football, men's soccer, men's basketball, coed volleyball, and baseball. There was also a billiard's tournament with a trophy presented to the winner, Zane Khan. The outcome of the team rankings was always hotly-contested with the team with the most points declared the “best in intramurals” at the Spring Awards Banquet.

Upper right: From this angle, the runner looked ready to score a touchdown.

Flag football often became tackle football during the men's football games.

Above right: Tess Smith gave a hug to Lindsey Davis in celebration of a red team win.

Right: Dowman surely hustled when the “Dowman Cheerleaders” took to the field.
After Midnight, Before Dawn

by

David Campton

Directed by J.C. Abbott

Time: Late sixteenth, early seventeenth century
Place: A prison cell

Characters

Old Woman.................................................. Whitney Banks
Neat Woman................................................ Elizabeth Kaufer
Boy.......................................................... Erich Schwerd
Girl.......................................................... Kristi Larson
Man.......................................................... Jonathan Vinson
Calm Woman............................................... Shannon Bailey

above: J.C. Abbott, happy after a successful production. below: Shannon Bailey, Erich Schwerd, Whitney Banks, Jonathan Vinson, Elizabeth Kaufer, Kristi Larson. below right: Tim Doyle offers ideas about witchcraft as Whitney Banks listens.
The Dark at the Top of the Stairs

by

William Inge

Clark W. Lemons
Director

CHARACTERS

Cora............................................Natasha Turner
Rubin.........................................Josh Newcomb
Sonny..........................................Justin Sullivan
Reenie.........................................Jennifer Bradley
Flirt..............................................Kathryn Shultz
Morris.........................................Carey Snider
Lottie..........................................Tami Oliver
Sammy.........................................Mike Thomas
Punky..........................................Kent Linville

ACT I  Monday Morning
ACT II  Friday Evening
ACT III  Saturday Afternoon

The setting for the entire play is the home of Rubin Flood and his wife and two children, in a small Oklahoma town close to Oklahoma City. The time is the early nineteen-twenties, during an oil boom in the area.

above: J.J. Jenkins, John Winiarski, and Rob Cavanaugh try out their sets.
below: The right sets help create a successful play.
A RETRIEVED REFORMATION


left: The cast of “The Dark at the Top of the Stairs.”
The residents are: Vandy Ackerman, Jignasha Amin, Aprina Broadnax, Elizabeth Brooks, Carlene Clark, Tara Collins, Melanie Dodd, Melissa Hardaway, Liane Hores, Meena Kodali, Christy Lamback, Kristi Larson, Susan Miles, Naomi Mohamed, Amanda Morgan, Dana Reeves, Kristi Richter, Adrea Santimauro, Sarah Shuman, Tess Smith, Kim Smith, Dahnide Taylor, Lisa Wallace, Alison Watts, Beth Young and Kim Young. They had a historic Oxford town tour as their hall program. They are known for muddy shoes in the hall, Christmas cards over the PA system, and access to the kitchen.
The residents are: Stephanie Berns, Candy Bird, Jessica Brock, Leslie Choy Hee, Cindy Distel, Emily Dober, Araba Dowell, Kim Dowell, Lisa Freedman, Stacy Goldberg, Jenny Greene, Shelly Grooms, Melissa Harper, Laura Harrison, Ivy Horn, Ashley Jarman, Heather Lindblom, Melanie Mertl, Kalpana Oomen, Shyla Ruffer, Susan Scanlon, Andrea Sicher, Bonnie Smith, Teresa Smith, Lolita Spears, Ashley Till, Emily Tsuboi, Ansley Yeomans. The members are known for having shaving cream fights, painting with glitter glue, and kidnapping stuffed animals. It is also the home of the winners of the Dante's raffle.
The residents are: Brandi Adams, Suzy Ahn, Amy Barnett, Sotheary Chau, Lori Chiappe, Joanne Colier, Angela Couch, Trisha Dave, Stephanie Erkfitz, Carman Ferm, Angela Ford, Cindy Green, Dawn Gregory, Erica Holmes, Marion Howard, Elizabeth Kaufer, Vivienne LaBorde, Stephanie Lee, Ann Liston, Patricia Lowe, Precious Manchepalli, Julie Maschinot, Rayni Nelson, Dana Nordmeyer, Kristen Ottaviani, Ellie Pak, Norka Poole, Gail Reid, Michelle Sawyer, Karen Schroeder, Akissi Stokes, Ellen Thompson, Natasha Turner, and Ursula Webb. One of their programs was the Myers-Briggs personality inventory. They’re known for being “the loudest quiet hall.”
The residents are: Susan Bishop, Jennifer Bradley, Katrina Bramhett, Karen Broce, Alisa Brown, Maryann Daffin, Denise DeJesus, Derin Franklin, Emily George, Lynn Gonzalez, Michelle Gulliford, Farhana Hussain, Erin Kennedy, Kristin Knierim, Stephanie Lambert, Kimran Miller, Julie Mills, Amanda Oglesby, Swati Patel, Christy Reilly, Heather Robinson, Tonya Shelnutt, Pamela Shepherd, Shannon Stephens, Brook Stribling, Jennifer Strickland, Heather Warnock, and Tina Wetherington. They are known for make-up tips, loud freshmen radios, Jim Morrison quotes and the giggle.
The residents are: Elizabeth Bell, Maria Bermudez, Kristin Boucher, Lynda Britt, Alissa Buonodono, Deidre Bush, Stephanie Chambliss, Angie Choi, Lisa Cloud, Donna Esnard, Jeanne Eyman, Pamela Gewirtz, Regina Gray, Lana Grubb, Elaine Honnold, Dequiana Howard, Rosha Hunter, Kimberly Lockett, Caroline Olsen, Carolyn Richards, Desiree Russell, Sherry Sandstrom, Lauren Stowe, Lynn Taillon, Aimee Terrebonne, Dawn Wetmore, and Erika Yeager. Their programs included Multicultural Diversity/Awareness. They're known for "the kids", Jeanne's spaz attacks, and jazzy.
The residents are: Catherine Aly, Bridget Arnwine, Jennifer Bailey, Shannon Bailey, Lisa Brodie, Angela Brown, Amanda Copeland, English Dale, Lisa Davis, Amy Dayries, Amanda Hawkins, Cheryl Klock, Nora Landrum, Kelly Muther, Mari Naoki, Kee No, Laura Oettinger, Tracy Quarels, Judy Ramirez, Stacie Richardson, Cheri Thomas, Lorren Tran, Jessica Wade, Deidre Walker, Christina Waring, Kellie Whelan, and Kristen Zedella. Their programs included a stress program and a trip home to Lisa’s for dinner. They are known for “do not disturb or else” signs, colored condoms, and Christina Waring—savior of innocent freshwomen.
GUEST LOBBY AND BRANHAM ANNEX

The resident are: Amy Curry, Angela Dall, Leigh Kirbo, Michelle Michaelos, Rebecca Milford, Tracy Nunley, Tammy Richardson, Kelly Sedlacek, Kathryn Shultz, Catherine Swain, Theresa Thompson, Maria Varnado, and Michele Zajdel. The cave women are known for the “prep triple” and for being the quietly catty hall. The dog sitters are known for an empty bulletin board, for trying to act good, and for asking “Can we smoke in the lobby?”
The residents are: Greg Ananthansane, Isaac Antebi, Elliott Augustine, Chester Bedsole, Jeffrey Benton, Hugh Bigham, James Brown, John Bush, Paul Campoamor, Andrew Caplan, Ted Chappell, Aaron Cohen, Fletcher Comer, John Cromartie, Art Difenbach, Robert Ellis, Thomas Fletcher, Rodney Ford, James Fuller, Rob Goldin, Jason Graham, J. R. Gravitt, Seth Gray, Scears Harper, David Hartl, Gray Hencken, Trey Hicks, Scott Jackson, Doug Jacobs, James Jenkins, Blair Jennings, Brandon Johnson, Brian Johnson, Paul Joiner, Dave Kim, David Kim, David Liniado, Douglass Long, Mather Maloof, Daniel Miller, Robert Mulroy, John Nelley, Stathi Pappadis, Justin Perlino, Claude Perry, Thomas Pinckney, Edgar Reeves, Evan Richmond, Christian Smith, Gabriel Soloman, David Spector, Sam Stromberg, Stanley Sugarman, Elliot Temple, Charles Townsend, Micheal Williams, Gabriel Worbel, and Joon YI.
Bottom Bonnell

Brad Burch, John Krick, Andrew Abernathy, Stavros Lazos, Ed Leung, Colin Meany, Tom Beard, Chris Vernan, Simon Malko, Will McNair, Vincent De Portere, Jason Braswell
The residents are: Sheila Bailey, Cherie Berkley, Julie Bourne, Karen Callaway, Xernia Fortson, Angela Grubbs, Johanna Hatch, Amy Highsmith, Katy Holland, Libbie Kite, Wendy Larrison, Laura Luke, Sarah Mangan, Christi Morgan, Dana Shinn, and Jilian Summers.
J.C. Abbott
Vandy Ackerman
Wade Adams
John Alan
Jignasha Amin

Greg Ananthansane
Monique Anderson
Brad Appel
Kim Archer
Elliott Augustine

Amy Barnett
Sharon Beasley
Glenn Bedell
Elizabeth Bell
Lori Bento

Jeffrey Benton
Susan Bishop
Joel Borgman
Julie Bourne
Scott Boynton
Lynda Britt

Jessica Brock
Christopher Brooks
Elizabeth Brooks
Alisa Brown
Kristin Brown

Abbott-Brown
Christina Waring
Mark Watson
Tina Wetherington
Dawn Wetmore
Jon Wheeler
Margaret Whitfield

Philip Windham
Jody Williams
Bill Wright
Erika Yeager
Ansley Yeomans
Joon Yi

Beth Young
Michele Zajdel
Kristen Zadella
Rob Zerby

Not Shown
Jim Brown
Chris DeVries
Geraldine Dooley
Susan Fuller
Sage Linville
Lance Mullis
Ray Rubin

Jacqueline Shihata
Neal Shirey
Katy Swain
Ashley Till
Andrew Torente
Gita Vaid

Waring-Zerby
The commuter students gathered together during the year to study, exchange ideas, socialize and share their experiences. They came together at a pizza dinner, then met later at a breakfast sponsored by the Deans of the college. Commuters were Parisa Abolfathian, Cary Alexander, Kim Archer, Somaline Chea, Somaliny Chea, Todd Coker, Jeff DeGracia, Kara Demostene, Jennifer Harbin, Arlinda Hammons, Robert Jackson, Nasr Khadem, William Knight, Virginia Kursaitis, John Land, Lisa Lightsey, Sage Linville, John Marrat, Jerry McDaniel, Lance Mullis, George Nisbet, Daniel Owens, Dalia Radwan, Raymond Rubin, Scott Siegmund, Carla Smith, Tiffany Tiller, Gita Vaid, Nazanin Vojdani, Jody Williams, and John Winiarski
Andrew Abernathy
Parisa Abolfathian
William Ackourey
Brandi Adams
Jason Adams
Suzy Ahn
Cary Alexander

Keith Allen
David Allred
Catherine Aly
Karri Andrews
Isaac Antebi
Bridget Arnwine
Jennifer Bailey

Shannon Bailey
Sheila Bailey
John Band
Whitney Banks
Vinson Bayliss
Thomas Beard Jr.
Chester Bedsole

Douglas Bell
Cherie Berkley
Maria Bermudez
Stephanie Berns
Hugh Bigham III
Candace Bird
Joanna Bonsall

Kristin Boucher
Jennifer Bradley
Katrina Bramlett
Jason Braswell
Chris Brewer
Aprina Broadnax
Karen Broce

Lisa Brodie
Ardith Bronson
Colin Brooks Jr
Angela Brown
Alissa Bounodono
Robert Burch

Abernathy-Burch
The Senators for the Student Government Association include: Colby Smith (president), Kim Dowell, Patrick Gilbert, Regina Gray, Ken Grider, Jason Groen, Scott Jackson, Sonja Johnson, Sage Linville, Robert Mulroy, Ann O'Rourke, Rebecca Olson, Swati Patel, Susan Scanlon, Theresa Thompson, Karyn Vecchio, Chris Vernon, Madelon Vonhof, Phillip Windham, and Gabriel Wrobel.

Inter Club Council members include: Vandy Ackerman, Monique Anderson, Jessica Brock, Karen Callaway, Rob Cavanaugh, Ed Cloaninger, Rodes Cole, Lisa Davis, Amy Dayries, Doug DeMatteis, Al Dollar, Vickie Fowler, Shelly Grooms, Ibwell Howell (chair), Scott Jackson, Sonja Johnson, Cheryl Klock, Christy Lembark, John Marrat, Julie Maschinot, Lynda Maslanka, Brian Miller, Christy Morgan, Ann O'Rourke, Brian Pint, Stephan Pofahl, Gail Reid, Tammy Richardson, Shyla Ruffer, Kelly Seldacek, Don Shackleton, Kathryn Shultz, Colby Smith, Teresa Smith, David Spector, Sam Stromberg, Karyn Vecchio, Jonathan Vinson, Brent Ward, Mark Watson, and Rob Zerby.
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

CAC focused on increasing the cultural events on campus by sponsoring coffee houses in the Rathskellar, theme dinners in the dining hall, and the very popular outdoor picnic/steel drum band concert. The members worked together to bring students more in touch with the world. The members include: Brandi Adams, Jennifer Bradley, Sotheary Chau, Diana Davis, Emily Dober, Kimberly Dowell, Regina Gray, Lana Grubb, Jennifer Harbin, Elizabeth Kaufer, Rebecca Milford, Lynda Maslanka, Tracy Nunley, Judy Ramirez, Erich Schwerd, Theresa Thompson (chair), Cecily Watkins, Dawn Wetmore.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

SAC’s major events of the year were the Fall and Spring Formals, held respectively at the Hyatt Regency-Atlanta and the Hyatt Regency-Ravinia, and the Fall Festival, held on the college green. The members of SAC include: David Allred, Karri Andrews, Jessica Brock, Steve Carlton, Lisa Cloud, Denise DeJesus, Al Dollar, Shay Esnard, Jeanne Eyman, Lucinda Faulkner, MariaElana Fisher, Vickie Fowler, Patrick Gilbert, J.R. Gravitt, Regina Gray, Jenny Greene, Casi Guess, Jennifer Harbin, Gray Hencken, Farhana Hussain, Lisa Jackson, Hillary Katz, Karol Kobb, Stephanie Lambert, Luis Martinez-Montfort, Shareen Nash, Ann O’Rourke, Laura Stepp, and Karyn Vecchio (chair).
CONDUCT BOARD

The Conduct Board is a select group of students that meets along with three faculty members to hear cases of misconduct. These cases of misconduct deal with events that happen outside of the academic realm. The members are Steve Carlton, Rodes Cole, Mr. Ted Davis, Patrick Gilbert, Regina Gray, Dr. Kent Linville, Sage Linville, Ann O’Rourke, and Dr. Lloyd Parker.

HONOR COUNCIL

Honor Council is a select group of students that is chosen to hold their positions within the group. The honor council hears cases dealing with violations of the honor code in regards to academic affairs. The members include Amy Dayries, Vickie Fowler, Chris Keats, Kimran Miller, Noah Miller, Gail Reid, John Tucker, Brent Ward, and faculty Dr. Lucas Carpenter, Dr. William Shapiro, Dr. Homer Sharp, and Dr. Ina Jane Wundram.
Dance Company had two major events this year. The first event was a "half-way" recital in the gym for the student body. At this recital, they performed the dances that they were preparing for the main recital. The main recital was held in Porter Auditorium in April. This recital was open to all faculty, students, and the general public.

Dance Company includes:
Bridget Armwine
Lisa Cloud
Amanda Copeland
Gayle Doherty
Dequandra Howard
Vivian LaBorde
Christi Morgan
Tracey Quarles
Dana Reeves
Sherry Sandstrom
Kim Smith
Emily Tsuboi
Kristen Zedella

Kristen Zedella, Lisa Cloud, and Erich Schwerd practice their dance for the recital.
Phi Theta Kappa, the honor society for two year schools, selects students who are in the top five percent of their class and receive support from the faculty. This year the members co-sponsored a band party with Circle K and Kappa Omega in addition to holding their annual Awards Banquet in April. The 1990-91 members were Mike McQuaide (adviser), Alisa Brown, Kristin Brown, Steve Carlton, Vickie Fowler (president), J R Gravitt, Jenny Greene, Dawn Gregory, Laura Harrison, Janet Horton, Britt Jordan, Ann O'Rourke, and Jonathan Vinson.

The Phi Gamma Literary Society produced another splendid edition of the "Entropy", the magazine made up entirely of faculty/staff/student art work, poetry, short stories and essays. The staff members were Lynda Britt, Kathy Horton, Christian Smith, Aimee Terrebonne, Eran Tomer, and Jon Wheeler. Their adviser was Lucas Carpenter.
MED is a club that is for students who are interested in pursuing careers in the medical field. They had several trips to different medical schools and hospitals. The members were: Sotheary Chau, Leslie Choy-Hee, Lisa Davis (president), Amy Dayries, Dawn Gregory, Lana Grubb, Sable Haile, Julie Han, Shawn Hayden, Janet Horten, Brit Jordan, Dana Nordmeyer, Kim Shannon, Colby Smith, Dawn Wetmore, Erika Yeager, and Kristen Zedella.

OSNA is a club for all students pursuing nursing careers. The club was formed this year. The members include: Sharon Beasley, Susan Bishop, Vickie Fowler (president), Becca Olson, Stacie Richardson, Cheri Thomas, Tiffany Tiller, Nazanin Vojdani, and Beth Young.
The Student Center Organization that Plans Entertainment (SCOPE) worked hard in 1991 to provide fun activities in the Student Center. In addition to game nights (bingo, monopoly) they sponsored a New Year’s Eve party and a DJ dance. The members were: Karen Callaway (president), Carlene Clark, Lisa Freedman, Laura Harrison, Matt Hirsch, Kristi Larson, Heather Lindblom, and Emily Tsuboi.

The Intramural Athletics Committee (IAC) offered many recreational and team events for Oxford students in 1991. Men’s and women’s football and soccer, basketball, softball, tennis, and volleyball gave students the chance to compete, stay healthy, and offer their support to their residence hall team. The members of IAC were Johanna Hatch, Adam Beal, Jody Davis (adviser), Doug DeMatteis (co-president), Caroline Olsen, and Teresa Smith (co-president).
The College Republicans is a group of students that support the republican party and are active in its ideals. The club sponsored several speakers this year including John Linder, the republican candidate for the house in the fourth congressional district. The members include Cheryl Klock, Scott Boynton, Amy Dayries, Tina Kim, Valerie Hardin, Christina Lee, and Kevin Peterson.

The Anticrats are a group of students that want to promote political awareness and activism upon our campus. They are involved in fighting ignorance and apathy among our students. The ideals of the Anticrats are unity, individuality, and reciprocity. This year they sponsored a Mid East Teach-in/pizza party to help achieve their goals. The members include Jennifer Bradley, Rob Cavanaugh, Fletcher Comer, Regina Gray, and Heather Robinson.
ROTARACT members include
David Allred
Monique Anderson
Lori Bento
Joel Borgman
Chris Brewer
Elizabeth Brooks
Amy Barnett
John Bush
Mark Cochran
Rodes Cole
Lisa Davis
Araba Dowell
Angela English
Stephanie Erkfitz
Carla Fitzpatrick
Patrick Gilbert
Rob Goldin
Regina Gray
Ken Grider
Jason Groen
Shawn Hayden
Erica Holmes
Carletta Johnson
Britt Jordan
Zane Khan
Christy Lamback
Keryth Mendelow
Michelle Michaels
Robyn Nelson
Ann O’Rourke
Dana Reeves
Tammy Richardson
Nick Romano
Charles Sample
Susan Scanlon
Dona Schnieder
Jasper Setton
Kimcharion Shannon
Kathryn Shultz
Leigh Smith
Tessa Smith
Cheri Thomas
Madelon Vonhof
David Wall
Kurt Wall
Phillip Windham
Gabe Wrobel
Jonathan Vinson

Monique Anderson, the first female president in Rotaract’s history.

Rotaract gets together to display some of their unique t-shirts.

Rotaract worked with the Alcove in Monroe, Georgia which is a center for abused/neglected children where the children stay for no longer than two weeks. They provided a Thanksgiving dinner for them, and they fixed up an art room for them. They also sponsored an exam pizza break.

Rodes Cole and John Bush take time out from Rotaract’s activities to enjoy a lively tennis match.
above: The members of Dooley’s Dolls pose at the civil war cemetery on the Oxford campus.

right: Tammy Richardson, president of the Dolls, relaxing in her room.

Dooley’s Dolls had a busy and exciting year in 1991. In addition to supporting Dooley’s letters and birthday, they sponsored the Black and White Dance Dance in February and the Easter Egg Hunt/Water Balloon War in March. Their service projects for the 1990-91 year included tutoring at Palmer Stone school, visiting the Covington Nursing home, and helping out at Newton County General Hospital.

Dooley’s Dolls members:
- J.C. Abbott
- Amy Barnett
- Jessica Brock
- Steve Carlton
- Leslie Choy Hee
- Rodes Cole
- Cindy Distel
- Araba Dowell
- Angela English
- Laura Harrison
- Sonja Johnson
- Christy Lamback
- Sage Linville
- Melanie Merti
- Michelle Michaelos
- Rebecca Milford
- Rebecca Olson
- Shaun Reese
- Tammy Richardson
- Suzanne Rogers
- Susan Scanlon
- Kelly Sedlacek
- Tonya Shelnutt
- Kathryn Shultz
- Shannon Stephens
- Jennifer Strickland
- Cheri Thomas
- Karyn Vecchio
- Chris Vernon
- Madeon Vonhof
- Christina Waring
- Tina Wetherington
- Dawn Wetmore
- Michele Zajdel

Kelly Sedlacek, Rebecca Milford, Michele Zajdel, and Christy Lamback love the camera at the Dolls’ “Black & White” dance.
As quoted by Ed Cloaninger, “Circle K’s true emphasis focuses on service, but at the same time, it also appeals and adds to the social scene of Oxford College.” This year Circle K sponsored three blood drives in the Student Center, a haunted house for Newton County children, and a Wild Video Dance Night in Lil’s. At the dance party, members of Circle K from other Georgia Colleges were in attendance. Circle K also participated in the Adopt-a-Highway program designed to help clean up America’s polluted highways.
C.O.E. comes together in the Card Student Center.

Vandy Ackerman, C.O.E.’s president, relaxes in her room in preparation for a lively meeting.

C.O.E. Compass Club of Oxford of Emory is a service organization sponsored by Pilot International. This year the members decorated the Riverside Nursing Home for Halloween and then the members led by Jon Vinson entertained the residents on Halloween with songs and scary stories. The members also went to the soup kitchen this spring. C.O.E. also sponsored a couple of band parties in the tavern.

C.O.E.’s members include:

- Vandy Ackerman
- Lori Bento
- Brad Burch
- Ed Cleaninger
- Tara Collina
- Lisa Corcoran
- Amy Curry
- Angela Dall
- Cindy Distell
- Araba Dowell
- Shay Esnard
- Gray Henken
- Erica Holmes
- Liane Hores
- Ibwell Howell
- Libby Kite
- Adam Leibowitz
- Louis Martinez
- Amanda Morgan
- Josh Newcome
- Ann O’Rourke
- Anastasia Parnham
- Swati Patel
- Charlie Peroulas
- Brian Pint
- Colby Smith
- Kim Smith
- Sam Stromberg
- Katy Swain
- Jonathon Vinson
- David Wall
- Mark Watson
- Ali Watts
- Kim Young
- Michelle Zajdel

Amanda Morgan, Kim Young, and Ann O’Rourke take time out from roller skating to pose for the camera.
LBA is a social/service club. One of their main goals is to better the social atmosphere of the college. The highlight of the year for LBA is Grad Bash which was held the last day of finals in the spring. Grad Bash was held in Lil's and it featured a live band. That same night, Lil served steak in honor of the graduates. To uphold their service quota, LBA sponsored several carwashes during the year.
The members of Kappa Omega worked diligently in 1991 to keep the club active and an important part of Oxford's social scene. They co-sponsored a band party with Circle K and Phi Theta Kappa in late February, featuring the band "Longfellow". During Fall Festival, they provided the ever popular shaving cream "pie-in-the-face" booth. A cookout supper at the home of their adviser, Sammy Clark, offered a welcome relief from Lil's and gave the old members the chance to treat the new tap-ins to a "home cooked meal".

Kappa Omega members: Andrew Abernathy, Vandy Ackerman, Greg Ananthansane, Jeff Benton, Joel Borgman, John Bush, Paul Campoamor, Ed Cleaninger, Mark Cochran, Todd Coker, Shane Dobes, Russ Dreyer, Patrick Gilbert, Rob Goldin, Seth Gray, Jason Groen, Liane Hores, Scott Jackson, Blair Jennings, Stavros Lazos, John Marratt, Justin Perlino, Claude Perry, Bryan Scott, Colby Smith, Don Shackelton, Katie Swain, Andrew Torrente, Chris Vernon, Gabe Wrobel, Joon Yi

Kappa Omega members Sam Stromberg, Joel Borgman, and Blair Jennings entertain the crowd.
SIRE co-presidents are Shawn Hayden and Sonja Johnson. Membership is open to all students. Approximately fifty people show up at the majority of the meetings, and most people participate in the recycling campaign.

Students Involved with Resources for the Environment is an organization on campus concerned with the present environment. Their biggest project was the recycling of aluminum cans and paper products. They have sponsored Earthday and have held Environmental Education Programs. SIRE has also cleaned up the nature trail and has helped plant new trees.

left: Co-Presidents Shawn Hayden and Sonja Johnson
above: SIRE poses for a picture
SIRE members during their meeting.
Oxford Fellowship is a club that promotes fellowship among the different religions of the student body. In the fall, they sponsor the Fall Retreat, which is a weekend retreat at the Athena’s Y Camp. This event brings the students together in a setting outside of the classroom. Throughout the year, O.F sponsors overnight trips including spelunking, camping, rafting, repelling, etc. They hold meetings every Tuesday night that address issues relevant to all of the faiths of the student body.

Offit and Fletcher Comer entertain at the Fall Retreat.
EQUESTRIAN CLUB


WOMEN'S AREA COUNCIL

The members for Women's Area Council include: Candy Bird, Lynda Britt, English Dale, Angela Dall, Amy Dayries, Melanie Dodd, Stacy Goldberg, Farhana Hussain, Keryth Mendelow, Kristy Muther, Adrea Santimauro (co-chair), Kelly Sedlacek, Tess Smith, Akissi Stokes, Beth Young (co-chair), and Michele Zajdel.
The Student Admissions Association, a.k.a. Student Hosts, is composed of a wide variety of Oxford’s finest students. The groups’ goals are to show prospective students the campus and to allow them to get a feel for the people and events surrounding the campus. Student Hosts give tours to prospective students and their parents, they host prospective students overnight in their rooms, and they take the perspectives to their classes with them. Approximately three times each semester, the student hosts hold a visitation day on a Saturday. This day is for prospective students and their parents. The day provides information about financial aid, academics, and clubs, as well as lunch in Lil’s and a tour of the campus. In the spring the student hosts hold an accepted students weekend to allow the students that have been accepted to come and spend some time on the campus in order to help them decide if they want to attend Oxford.

The Oxford Business Club is a club that is open to all students who are interested in pursuing business as a career or those that just find it interesting. This year the club sponsored several speakers to help the students further understand the world of business. These speakers included the head of the Emory Business School, a spokesman from the local hospital, and Don Wood, Oxford’s business office head. The president of the Business Club is Kristen Brown.
IMPROV

Improv offered its members the chance to get on stage and perform for their fellow students during the 1990-91 year. With no scripts or guidelines, they were free to act out, sing, recite, and entertain, to the enjoyment of the audience. One of their more popular formats was “Open Mic Night”, when student performers came together for music and fun in the Rathskeller. Members of Improv were: Kathryn Shultz (president), Erika Yeager, Teresa Smith, Shawn Hayden, Dawn Gregory, Cecily Watkins, and Rebecca Hajosy.

DRAMA GUILD

The Drama Guild, under the advisership of Clark Lemons, had a very creative and productive year in 1991. They helped produce two full length performances, THE DARK AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS and SIX CHARACTERS IN SEARCH OF AN AUTHOR, as well as two student directed one act plays. Additionally, they performed off campus at local public schools and sponsored a face painting booth at Fall Festival. Members included: Jonathan Vinson (president), Tom Pinckney, Natasha Turner, John Winiarski, Dawn Gregory, Elizabeth Kaufer, J C Ab¬bott, Stacy Goldberg, Cecily Watkins, Rob Cavanaugh, Leigh Kirbo, Johanna Hatch, Tammy Oliver, Kathryn Shultz, J J Jenkins, Stacie Richardson, Stacey Russell, and Teresa Smith.
above: BSA members relax for their picture in the Student Center.
right: Gail Reid, BSA president, at the Freedom Celebration dinner.

The Black Student Alliance (BSA) was a very active and productive organization during 1991. For Fall Festival they sponsored a "mocktail" booth, a big success. To start the year, they held the Freedom Celebration dinner in the Dining Hall. To observe Black History month, a panel of their members discussed what it was like to be a black student at Oxford and they sponsored an evening of poetry reading by black artists.

BSA members were:
Bridget Arnwine
Cherie Berkley
Aprina Broadnax
Ursula Carter
Lisa Cloud
Amanda Copeland
Jeff Durrah
Regina Gray
Cindy Green
David Harti
Brit Horn
Dequandrea Howard
Rosh Hunter
Vivienne LaBorde
Christy Lamback
Charles Lollar
Doug Long
Shareen Nash
Norka Poole
Melba Prevost
Tracey Quarles
Shaun Reese
Gail Reid
Kim Shannon
Leigh Smith
Lolita Spears
David Spector
Akissi Stokes
Dahniade Taylor
Lisa Wallace
Cecily Watkins

BSA members celebrate freedom during the Freedom Celebration dinner held in January.
John Marratt, Catholic Club organizer, brought all of the Catholic students together to share in their faith.

Catholic Club prepares to leave for mass.

The Catholic Club was organized to increase the awareness of who the Catholic students are on campus. The club provides rides to church to anyone who wishes to attend. The club is open to any and all Catholic students at Oxford.

Anastasia Parnham and Brian Pint pose for the camera at Oxford's Fall Formal.
Each year the RAs are required to hold both social and educational programs for their halls. In the men's area, Stone and Dowman, the RAs tried to bring their halls together with their programs. On bottom Stone, Doug held a "Coping with Stress" program for his cave men. On middle Stone, John held an arm wrestling tournament in which Carey Snider came in first and Jasper Setton came in second. On top Stone, Jeff took his hall to Dairy Queen for a social outing. This hall was also a very close and friendly group of men. On bottom Dowman, J.R. held a "Men and Sex" program with Mark Timberlake. On middle Dowman, Tom Fletcher left for war and James Fuller took his place, with each throwing a pizza party. On top Dowman, Fletcher held an alcohol program and an environmental issue program with Mike McQuaide. In the coed area, the RAs were just as active. In Dickey, Jonathan and Ann held a Simpsons study break. Jonathan also held a "Racism" program with Dr. McQuaide and Ann held a "Stress" program and a Pictionary party. In Haygood, all the RAs sponsored a trip to Helen, Georgia and a cookout. Chris held a "History of Oxford" program with Jack Atkinson as well as a stress program and a Dairy Queen trip. Steve and Vickie held a "Gender Issues" program with Drs. McQuaide and Owen-Smith. Vickie went horseback riding with her floor, and held a yogurt study break with J.C.'s floor. J.C. held a discussion on the Salem Witch Trials. Steve also took his hall to the High Museum of Art in Atlanta. In Bonnell, Sonja held a safety program with a Covington Police officer, Christi held a date rape program, and Chris held an Alcohol and Drug Education program with Mick's Mom.
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HOLLYWOOD COMES TO OXFORD

Early in October, MGM/UA once again brought their hit television series, In the Heat of the Night, to Oxford College. For the princely sum of $20.00, students and staff had their fifteen minutes worth of fame. The cast and crew spent five hours filming a scene involving college students and the death of a bookstore owner. This year the campus was lucky to have the star and producer of the series, Mr. Carroll O'Connor on campus for the filming. Campus life, in promoting this claim to fame, sponsored a viewing party when the segment entitled “Final Arrangement” hit the airways.

Carroll O'Connor prepares lines in front of Seney Hall on the “Sparta College” campus.

Oxford students do what they do best: “act” like they’re enjoying class.

Cameras, food trucks, and lights take up the college green prior to the filming.
“Mourning in the morning, / sulking in the afternoon, / just pick up your head and laugh so hard / that it echoes around the globe. / Because I’m not coming back, / so I’ll just wait like they waited for me, / then we’ll sing that song and cheer.” “I’ve got so much to learn here, / don’t worry about me I’m fine. / Just check your tears at the door / when you leave, and get on with your life. / For I’m back home.” Drivin and Cryin. “He was a dreamer of dreams who went out on the sea for adventure.” Jimmy Buffet.

top left: Brad reclining in his room. top right: Brad hanging out with friends. left: Brad with Elizabeth Bell and Shane Dobes. right: Oxford Prep 1990. below: Brad with Shane Dobes and Ben Rush. above: a Georgia Bulldog, Brad’s favorite team.
OXFORD Responds to Desert Shield/Storm

top: Tom Fletcher, a reservist sent to Saudi Arabia, shares his feelings with his fellow students during the Mid-East Teach-in. above: Rob Cavanaugh, Fletcher Comer, and Bill Sullivan listen to points-of-view at the teach-in.
left: Tammy Richardson and Katy Swain share a light at the peace vigil. below center: The campus joins together to give peace a chance. below: Oxford students Fletcher Comer, Jim Brown, James Fuller, Art Diefenbach, and J.J. Jenkins join with Andrew Offutt Irwin to sing songs of peace. bottom: Sammy Clark leads the campus in a candle lighting ceremony at the end of the peace vigil.
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above: from left to right, Brian Pint, photographer and developer; Sharon Beasley, photographer; Emily Tsuboi, staff; Shelly Grooms, editor. right: Shelly Grooms designing layouts on the computer.

above: Brian Pint setting up his darkroom equipment for developing. right: Terry Elam, the faculty advisor to the MEMORY staff.
Oxford is an experience that only a select few get to have, yet everyone should experience something like it. Oxford is a place where strangers come together to become friends for life. To all of my friends here at Oxford, I thank you for being there. No one can survive in this world alone, and the friends that I have made here will help me make it through the rest of my life. I thank Oxford for making me the person I am today, and I will miss it greatly. Shelly Grooms, MEMORY editor.